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ABSTRACT:Being a Nature poet Rabindranath Tagore has the passion to explore it thoroughly. His poetry 

and plays are full of the depiction of Nature. He has remarkably fulfilled his desire of Nature as a literary 

aspect. The aspects of Nature he has touched upon are the global concerns of mankind today. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Nature is a constant motif in all of Rabindranath Tagore's poems and plays. He changed into an environmental 

pioneer and sought concord among progress and protection. He has been eloquent about the exploitation of 

environment even a century in the past. Tagore first have become worried approximately man's effect at the 

surroundings after seeing an oil spill at sea on his manner to Japan in 1916, many years before an environmental 

motion emerged in the West.The revel in provoked him to jot down at period approximately his annoyance on 

the manner modern-day man was failing to recognize nature. But, Tagore did now not sincerely search for an 

option to the hassle; he made something innovative out of his environmental marketing campaign. Those days, 

while people have started 12 months-long celebrations to mark his one hundred and fiftieth birth anniversary, 

many are calling for a focus on his deep sensitivities for the environment. 

 

II.TAGORE AS A NATURE POET 

AS the Nobel Laureate poet and the lover of Nature depicted his intense affection for the nature and its splendor 

in his literacy works, as an example "Chanderhaashibaandhbhengechhe, uchhle pore aalo/ O 

rajanigandhatomargandhashudhadhalo" (the laughter of the moon has passed all its limits/ bindings, with its 

lights overflowing in all possible guidelines. And, requesting the tuberose to pour in all its fragrance all around). 

In fact, he wrote poems, plays, brief memories and additionally a separate institution of lyrics within the form of 

poems for songs beneath the name of "PrakritiParjaay" (right here, prakriti approach nature and parjaay method 

style), emphasising the want to protect nature as well as our mother Earth. Tagore not simplest wrote 

considerably on guy's dating with the surroundings however implemented it too via building Santiniketan. It’s 

miles surrounded by greenery on all aspects. He created an example for the complete international in terms of 

the relationship between nature and people. 
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His intense love for the Nature was given a boost from his sojourns throughout the luxurious green nature of 

east Bengal and amidst the sylvan surroundings of Santiniketan[1]. To capture his whole philosophy on his 

surroundings, we must move lower back to his perspectives on Santiniketan's architecture, his problem for the 

welfare of the residents of Sriniketan, his benevolence in the direction of his tenant-peasants, his inauguration of 

the ploughing season, his thoughts on cooperation, and the multifarious mind and cognizance of Tagore, the 

writer of "Aranyadebata" and a pioneer in organising village gala's. 

Later on, at Santiniketan, Tagore started the competition of the Earth thru brikkharopan (planting of timber) in 

1927, at which the students could sing and study his poems. This approach gave his environmental marketing 

campaign a very high quality picture, in order that it became now not a poor marketing campaign about what 

guy ought to no longer do however alternatively it turned into a diffused reminder conveyed through innovative 

expression. This encouraged extra humans to get worried in helping his campaign. "He wanted extra legitimate 

and unofficial promises for defensive the environment" [Rabindranath O Bharatbarsho, (Tagore and India) -- 

AmartyaSen: Bharatbichitra, July-December 1997]. It is clear from AmartyaSen's quote as to what extent 

Tagore considered trees crucial for shielding the surroundings. 

Halakarshan (tilling the land) changed into added in July 1927. On one such occasion, Tagore wrote the track 

"Maruvijayeraketanaurao he shunye" (rise aloft the banner of the conquest of the wasteland), which was a 

clarion name to increase the green cowl throughout the deserts through tree plantation. The festival of the earth, 

even though one of the many expositions of Tagore's imaginative and at instances maverick international-view, 

nevertheless is particular. Perhaps it was the first sentient move within the international to accumulate mass 

environmental consciousness. 

His thought process on fresh water and public fitness is reminiscent of his thoughts on the surroundings. Tagore 

desired to enforce the decision to satisfy all his wants inside the village, thru the medium of version work at 

Sriniketan. Classes in Santiniketan were inside the coloration of bushes, no longer simply as a romantic concept 

however as a deliberate way of bringing college students towards nature in order that they might unconsciously 

learn to recognize it. He additionally started an annual celebration of the arrival of the monsoon at the end of the 

dry season (borshamongol). 

The emerging environmental problems like river erosion and deforestation may be warm subjects today; 

however Tagore had been acutely aware of the exploitation of surroundings even a century in the past. What 

Tagore said on environmental crisis, contemporary era and rural thinking in his lecture in 1922 on agricultural 

matters in honor of Leonard Elmhurst (Director, Sriniketan) comprises an important report even for these days. 

Tagore believed that it changed into impossible to attain average development without rural improvement. 

Tagore repeatedly compared existence with a river's float. He expressed his preference to discover the essence 

of human living within the individual of a flowing river. So he located Calcutta's "Brick amongst brick, guy and 

insect amidst/ there may be no affection, no love" via the side of rural Bengal's profile, and frequently concept 

of coordinating the two. He wrote: "this is this kind of new sight! The dry river fills up within the rains, at other 

times it's far packed with sand. The sal trees on both aspects of the street form a shaded arch…in former 
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instances Bharatvarsha used to take classes from one pilgrimage to another. The Himalayas lie in the north, the 

hot sea within the east and the Arabian Sea on the alternative side. This lesson needed to be learnt strolling." 

The literary works of Tagore may be used for raising focus approximately the surroundings. Poet Abul Bashar 

stated: "Rabindranath wrote notably about nature, approximately the relationship among people and nature." 

Bashar cited the fast story "Balai" wherein Tagore highlighted a younger boy's love for a simul tree in front of 

his house. Throughout the poem, "The tame chook become in a cage," Tagore delivered out the plight of a 

tamed chook. One bird is in the cage and the other inside the wooded area. Each of them meets and falls in love. 

The caged chicken has even forgotten the way to sing. However it could imitate its master's voice. The loose 

chook is aware of that the songs of nature can never be taught, they may be all part of the system of the birds. 

They flutter their wings in yearning and sing in the poem (The Gardener)  

It highlighted the way in which man wants to domesticate nature, which he sees from most effective his personal 

attitude and clearly refuse to look from nature's perspective. In every other poem, "I plucked you Flower," 

human aggression is expressed through the plucking of a flower in the above said poem. 

People feel that plucking plants is their very own right. Nature is not a silent spectator. Someday it's going to 

react. It might now not be just a thorn-prick but can be a mighty tsunami. Humans should be cautious 

approximately this. People have converted the animate and living nature into an inanimate element. Due to their 

nature, they have got constantly behaved in an anthropocentric manner. 

In the first poem, the caged chicken does now not react. The free fowl does not realize a way to react to the 

people' greed for domesticatingits cherished ones. In the second poem, the plant reacts in a small manner, but 

there might be a time when humans will need to pay a heavy price for his or her anthropocentric behavior. In 

"Fruit accumulating," Tagore definitely says that no person should intervene with the activities of nature. "No it 

is not yours to open buds into blossoms." humans do no longer recognize a way to interact with nature. They 

"shake the bud" and "strike it" due to the fact they sense that they may be the masters of the Universe, they 

overwhelm the bud beneath the pretext of making it blossom. Tagore emphatically states it in the poem-Fruit 

collecting. 

 

III. TAGORE AS A NATURE PLAYWRIGHT 

Tagore's play "Raktakarabi" (purple oleanders) (1925) become inspired by means of the photograph of a pink 

oleander plant overwhelmed by pieces of discarded iron that Tagore had witnessed even as taking a walk in 

Shillong. The play's principal man or woman is king who cruelly exploits nature and man to develop a nearly 

mechanised bureaucracy. Another play, "Muktadhara" (The Waterfall), tells the tale of guy's limitless greed and 

the backlash from nature. The plot revolves round a giant machine created by using a king to dam the natural 

float of a massive river and how a prince joins commoners to shield nature by means of revolting against the 

king. 

Human beings have the addiction of destroying something to create something for them. He spelt out in clear 

phrases that the countless greed of human beings is the leader enemy of nature. Within the essay 
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"Aranyadebata" (The god of the forest), he confirmed how man became unrestrained in his movements. He 

additionally wrote approximately the manner in which the kinship with the woodland becomes spoiled. 

He did no longer mince words in categorically blaming the all-eating greed and earnings motives of people for 

this. "it's miles a ordinary hassle to shop woodland resources from guy's immoderate greed…The writer sent 

life, he made arrangements for nurturing all of it around -- however man along with his greed has supplied the 

contraptions of death. Human society is cursed for his transgression of God's scheme. Grasping people have 

invited their personal smash by way of destroying the forest. guy has uprooted the very bushes and vegetation 

which purify air, and the falling leaves of which make the land fertile. Callous mankind destroyed nature's 

presents of accurate -- his welfare. 

Man is on an indiscriminate deforestation rampage as he has got a taste of cutting-edge civilization. Trees are 

being felled for gasoline. But this is spoiling the ecological balance. And human civilization is hurtling closer to 

doom. For this reason, Tagore reminded us over and over: "… a atypical remember has been visible about India. 

Civilization here takes root not in cities however inside the woodlands. India's first wonderful flourish is visible 

where people are not cramped for area or packed like sardines. In those places there was abundant possibility for 

man to be in near proximity with timber and plants, rivers and lakes". 

People have to apprehend the jobs assigned to them at a macrocosmic degree. Any human aggression will end in 

a catastrophe for the complete biosphere. The time has come for them to realize that the destinies of both the 

people and nature are intricately sure together. 

PabitraSarkar, a former vice chancellor of RabindraBharatiUniversity and a Tagore professional, stated: "In his 

literary works, he has stated he was born together with the bushes and flora. He has depicted his excessive love 

for nature and its beauty. His song 'Akashbhora, surjyatara, bishwabharapran' speaks of his deep affection for 

nature."[2] 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Amidst the environmental degradation of the existing time, making human habitation environment-pleasant is 

an ordinary issue all around the world. For precise purpose, inside the manipulate of horrible air and water 

pollutants, waste disposal, noise and visual pollutants and others, along technological planning, numerous 

factors of human behavior, too, have come up for consideration. 

I sense that we ought to deliver to light all of Tagore's surprisingly motivating and touching phrases and inspire 

human beings to like nature and provide our mother Earth a purpose to smile. The splendor of his theory turned 

into that he sought to inculcate this rubric now not via slogan and pamphlets but over a cultural framework. 
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